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Vittorio Gregotti, the Theoretical Thought in the Architectural Project 
Centro Cultural de Belém as a case study 

Abstract 

The present investigation intends to understand the relation between the theoretical thought and 

the practice of architecture in the work of Vittorio Gregotti. For this dissertation, it was proposed 

to start from the general study of Gregotti's theoretical work in order to analyse the reflection of 

his thought in a built work, taking Centro Cultural de Belém as a case study. 

Gregotti's path is characterized by the theoretical production as a complement of the practice. By 

means of the architectural materials, his theoretical work falls upon themes such as the main 

questions about the city and its territory, promoting the debate of the subject. 

Acknowledging the complexity of Gregotti's work, a bibliographic revision is established centered 

on the comprehension of the organizing principles of his thought. Based on this, it is intended to 

understand the project of Centro Cultural de Belém on Gregotti's work through a study of the main 

identified concepts for the analysis of the case study, which focuses on both the moment of the 

competition and the construction. 

The analysed principles - anthropogeography, history, monumentality and modification - are 

evaluated as the more significant values for the study of Belém. Conceived in a modular option 

that generates a scheme of enclosed spaces and surrounding spaces, Centro Cultural de Belém 

is analysed based on what Gregotti understands as elements of critic to approach a project: 

precision, simplicity, order and organicity.  

Keywords: Vittorio Gregotti, Centro Cultural de Belém, theoretical thought, architecture project, 

Belém. 

Extended Abstract 

Introduction 

Architects have seeked since very early to establish theoretical references that allow them to 

contextualize the time and the associated practices. The present dissertation is part of the 

investigation on the architecture theory research that one can understand as a way of 

systematization of the thought in a specific context and moment, narrowing the relationship 

between time and practice. As a material of the history, both the reflection and theoretical thought 

are presented as a base of work, showing a symbiotic relation within itself.  This relation leads to 

a better understanding of the practice of an author in the field of architecture through the study of 

his ideology. 
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Centro Cultural de Belém, a work of reference for the history and the development of Lisbon 

celebrating its 25 years of existence, was an interesting possibility for us to understand the relation 

between the theoretical thought of one of its authors, the Italian architect Vittorio Gregotti - an 

architect of high relevance in the theoretical field of architecture, its territory and the city, that 

takes the act of writing as a project exercise - and a built work. 

In order to analyse Centro Cultural de Belém through Gregotti’s theoretical work, the following 

methodology has been divided into four stages: 

(1) In October 2018 the process of the production of the exhibition O Território da Arquitetura: 

Gregotti e Associados 1953-2017, that took place in Centro Cultural de Belém - Garagem Sul, 

was started to be followed. The collaboration in the exhibition assembly has allowed a direct 

contact with the curator, Guido Morpurgo, whose help was fundamental for a better understanding 

of Vittorio Gregotti's work. 

(2) The bibliographic research, that has been developed in parallel with the first stage, has 

covered many publications and documents about Centro Cultural de Belém, where the relevance 

of the CCB file query must be highlighted. In terms of the study of Gregotti's theoretical work, the 

focus has been taken into its main publications, with special relevance for Território da 

arquitectura (1966), Questioni di architettura: Editoriali di "Casabella" (1986), Inside Architecture 

(1991), Lezioni veneziane (2016) and I racconti del progetto (2018). 

(3) A crossed analysis with the collected information has taken place. Through the previous 

readings was possible to come up with a selection of concepts that we find with the most relevant 

for the analysis of the chosen case study. The systematisation of these concepts was then made 

by writing and photography (both in parallel, and as a complementary method). 

(4) The final conclusions are presented.  

Results and discussion 

The dissertation is structured in three fundamental parts: (1) Centro Cultural de Belém in the work 

of Vittorio Gregotti, (2) The theoretical thought in Vittorio Gregotti: concepts and its meanings and 

(3) Centro Cultural de Belém: translation of concepts. 

Centro Cultural de Belém in the work of Vittorio Gregotti 

Vittorio Gregotti was born in 1927, in the city of Novara, Italy. From the same generation as Aldo 

Rossi (1931-1997), Carlo Aymonino (1926-2010), Gino Valle (1923-2003), Giancarlo De Carlo 

(1919-2005) and, in the field of the history and the critic of architecture, Leonardo Benevolo (1923-

2017) e Manfredo Tafuri (1935-1994) (Morpurgo, 2008, p.7), Gregotti is one of the most relevant 

and proactive Italian architects since the decade of 1970, due to its vast production of international 
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projects as well as the guidance that he gave to the Casabella magazine (Pedreirinho, 1994, 

p.124). 

In 1998, Gregotti was invited for the competition of Centro Cultural de Belém (Instituto Português 

do Património Cultural, 1988a, p.11), having proposed to Manuel Salgado (n.1944) to cooperate 

with him. This participation took place in a context of big international competitions in terms of 

urban planning that Gregotti had been developing during the last years on his studio. 

In 12th of January of 1988, the Portuguese Government made the decision of «promoting the 

construction of a Cultural Center in the place that stablished the connection between the 

Jerónimos Monastery and the Belém Tower, two symbols of our history and the history of the 

world, classified by UNESCO as monuments of the world heritage» (Instituto Português do 

Património Cultural, 1988a, p.7). Among the main purposes of the competition there was the need 

to rearrange Praça do Império, that had no solution since the Exposição do Mundo Português in 

1940; the importance in integrating the urban structure; and the need to create a space for the 

Presidency of the Council of the European Communities, that Portugal would lead in 1992 

(Instituto Português do Património Cultural, 1988a, p.7). 

From the fifty-three applications presented in the first stage of the competition, five final proposals 

stood out: the projects from Gonçalo Byrne, Valode & Pistre, Jean Tribel, Manuel Taínha and the 

winner project of Vittorio Gregotti and Manuel Salgado. (Instituto Português do Património 

Cultural, 1998b, pp.1-5). 

Besides the context of the city of Lisbon and Gregotti’s admiration to the Portuguese architectural 

culture, the Italian architect takes the projects for the Universities of Palermo (1968-1969), 

Florence (1971) and Calabria (1973-1979) as references to contextualize the approach for Centro 

Cultural de Belém (1988-1993) (Gregotti, 1994, pp.38-46). In these projects were applied 

principles of space partitioning and elements of connection to organize the urban structure. 

According to Vittorio Gregotti, it was possible to develop this principles in Belém through the urban 

condition where the cultural centre is placed (Gregotti, 1994, p.46). Salgado tells that the gesture 

of a megastructure was then conceived by Gregotti in the first visit to the site, being arranged in 

five modules to organize the complex (Salgado, 2019). 

In the built work, finished in May 1993 (Gregotti, 1998, p.185), one can see some differences in 

comparison with the winning project. The main one lies in the absence of the 4th and 5th modules, 

corresponding to the hotels and complementary equipment predicted in the competition program. 

The theoretical thought in Vittorio Gregotti: concepts and its meanings 

In its theoretical work, Gregotti takes writing as an exercise of project where he experiments and 

corrects his ideas, writes down problems waiting for a solution and takes notes for further 

discussion. 
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Following the analysis' of Gregotti's theoretical work, there were selected the concepts of 

anthropogeography, history, monumentality and modification for this study. 

The anthropogeography, whose term was founded by the German geographer Friedrich Ratzer 

in the XIX century, studies the causes of the human communities’ geographical distribution, 

considering the man as subordinated to the geographical environment. Based on this perspective, 

Gregotti proposes an understanding of the site as an «environment modified by the work or the 

presence of the man», highlighting the value of the landscape construction in the development of 

each place. According to the Italian architect, the landscape (as an architectural form of the 

territory) reveals the deepest permanence of the anthropogeographic roots. That way, Gregotti 

takes each project as a new possibility to continue the history of the place (Gregotti, 1966/2004, 

p.61). 

Having this idea in consideration, Gregotti reflects about the historical context. To the Italian 

architect, «architecture is historical material as a document to other subjects» (Gregotti, 

1966/2004, p.118), assuming the task of testify historical events. From this perspective, history is 

presented to obtain knowledge to apply in every new intervention. However, Gregotti warns that 

the history should not be perceived as a limitation once it is understood, but rather as a way that 

allows a coherent and conscientious transformation of the place (Gregotti, 1966/2004, pp.144-

145). 

Reflecting on the constructed work’s value over time, Gregotti explores the understanding of 

monumentality. According to Gregotti, monumentality is the quality of a building that, as a 

consequence of what is, may eventually become a monument. In his point of view, the purpose 

of architecture lies in «construct projects and material objects able to present themselves at such 

a high level of integrity, tension, subtlety, depth of connection, and invention that they are worthy 

of becoming, by means of history, monuments» (Gregotti, 1991/1996, p.64). 

By following these values, the architecture project is understood as a process of modification. 

Gregotti considers that the consciousness of each project, as a dialectical modification of the 

state of things constructed by history, puts into practice what he defines as materials - either 

produced by the collective or singular memory. This consciousness refers to the previously 

presented questions of anthropogeography, history and monumentality. The notion of 

modification thus arises as «a critical awareness of the reasons for the constitution of the present 

and its history as a response to a specific condition» (Gregotti, 2018, p.89). 

Concerning the characteristics that Gregotti considers essential in the practice of architecture, the 

Italian architect refers to what he calls Four Virtues: precision, simplicity, order and organization. 

The question of precision, in his view, lies in «every small part of the project» which «must be 

fully legible» so that it can be flexible in use without conditioning its identity. Gregotti understands 

the concept of precision as a method for clarifying project intentions. To the Italian architect, 
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precision means an ability to know and calculate the value of details, to be aware of the 

importance of absences, pauses, voids, variations (Gregotti, 2018, p.70). 

Gregotti understands that designing a simple building is a complex exercise. For him, «the 

architectural project is not simple, it can only become (...) simple, remaining complex in 

intentionality». It is through simplicity that he finds a way to make clear the apparent contradictions 

in each constructed work (Gregotti, 2018, pp.72-73). This idea has been analysed specifically in 

the case of Centro Cultural de Belém. 

If we also refer to the values of social responsibility that define architecture in relation to its 

modifying presence in the landscape and the city, a double reference to the notion of order will 

be inevitable: both in the constitution of the project and in its understanding (Gregotti, 2018, p.81). 

Gregotti understands order as the structure of things, which establishes form, identity, mode of 

growth and modification, systems of relations and the logic necessary to organize among the 

elements that constitute things (Gregotti, 2018, p.77). 

Looking at the project as part of a larger system - its context -, Gregotti addresses the issue of 

organicity. In his view, organicity in architecture has nothing to do with the idea of mimesis of 

"natural" processes of formation and growth, but alludes to the needs that reconnect creative 

work to its very essence. Gregotti attributes to the word organicity a sense of coherence of 

meaning and not of stylistic or naturalistic unity (Gregotti, 2018, p.80). 

Centro Cultural de Belém: translation of concepts 

Belém presents itself as a place of symbolic and historical character of high relevance in Lisbon’s 

context, whose reading extends over several years. 

The place of Belém in the theoretical thought of Vittorio Gregotti is emphasized by the urban 

condition that he reads in the territory. Gregotti stands out the Praça do Império and its 

monumentality punctuated by the Jerónimos Monastery; the Tagus estuary and the relationship 

with the riverside, as well as the moments that punctuate them; and the Restelo hill that, because 

of its height, goes down between inclined streets towards the river - as it is seen in many parts of 

the old city of Lisbon (Gregotti, 1994, p.46). 

Gregotti and Salgado reinforce the value of the anthropogeographic characteristics of Belém in 

the construction of the territory. Starting from the premise of the competition to include a 

pedestrian path that crosses the complex built from the western boundary to Praça do Império 

(Instituto Português do Património Cultural, 1988a, p.37), Gregotti and Salgado seek to articulate 

the housing network near the Belém Tower with the monumental presence of the Jerónimos 

Monastery. 

The relationship established with the history of the place stands out the will expressed in the 

contest’s program in rescuing the formalization of Praça do Império, whose alignments resulted 
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from the layout of the formal garden built in the Exposição do Mundo Português (Instituto 

Português do Património Cultural, 1988a, p.25). 

It is in the wake of this will expressed by the program that we read the memory of Pavilhão dos 

Portugueses no Mundo by Cottinelli Telmo as an unequivocal reference at the Exposição do 

Mundo Português. It is important to highlight Gregotti's understanding of the landscape as an 

element that is modified and constructed by the man based on the knowledge of the place as a 

consequence of a contextualist reading. 

Since monumentality was also a premise of the competition program, Gregotti and Salgado's 

project sought to consolidate the monumental value of the CCB on the front that encloses Praça 

do Império, to liberate and defragment this feature towards the scale of Bairro do Bom Sucesso. 

According to the authors, the project sought to «dissolve all monumental links» through an «urban 

microsystem» (Gregotti, 1998, p.178). In our view, this idea would have been fulfilled through the 

integral reading of the winner project that was not totally built. The transition from the monumental 

scale in the area of the Meeting, Shows and Exhibitions Centers to the habitational scale in the 

area dedicated to hotel facilities, as foreseen in the winning project, and the commercial street 

would have contributed to the reading of the original purpose of the project. In this way, it is 

evaluated that the absence of the modules four and five has intensified the reading of the 

monumentality of Centro Cultural de Belém in its context. 

Regarding the understanding of the built complex, we sought to read Centro Cultural de Belém 

from the concepts previously presented focusing on the essential characteristics described by 

Gregotti: precision, simplicity, order and organization. This analysis was thus consolidated 

through the use of interpretive writing and photography. 

As previously mentioned, to Gregotti precision means that all the parts of the project should be 

internally readable in its relation with the other elements, valuing the absences, the pauses, the 

voids, the variations. It is in this sequence that we read the accuracy of the drawing in the various 

ways of living the cultural centre. An example of this is the relation established with the river and 

the terraces that face south, where the wall controls the user’s gaze by allowing the view of the 

river and the other bank, excluding the view to Avenida da Índia. 

When walking through Centro Cultural de Belém, the user is led to a sensation of constant 

discovery similar to the one that happens when one goes through organic cities. In Centro Cultural 

de Belém the user establishes a relationship with both the exterior that surrounds him and the 

exterior facing inwards. In our opinion, reading Centro Cultural de Belém as a piece of town goes 

beyond the parallelism with the streets and squares of CCB. We refer to the interior of the 

complex. The concept of order, which Gregotti understands as the very structure of things, 

establishing form and identity for the organization of the project, is also fundamental here: through 

almost total symmetry, the organization of the space is explicitly enunciated. This understanding 

is felt as it traverses the interior of the complex. Another outstanding feature lies in the views from 
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the interior to the exterior that reach other modules, intensifying the strong relationship that the 

interior spaces establish with the spaces that surround them. 

By understanding a simple building as the result of a complex exercise, Gregotti argues that it is 

through simplicity that one can clarify and understand an apparent contradiction. Looking at a 

specific situation at the Exhibition Center: when going down to floor -1, surrounded by spaces 

closed to the outside, the user arrives at the Great Hall of Exhibitions where it finds a great glazed 

window facing a patio. The established relationship, accomplished in this gesture of openness to 

the outside, evokes once again the sense of discovery and proposes the user a new way of 

experiencing the exhibition space. Regarding the purpose of each exhibition, and for this reason 

sometimes partially closed, this grand opening materialises one of the apparent contradictions 

that Gregotti writes about. Salgado explains that in the case of an exhibition space whose tender 

program left the functions open, the concern was focused on conceiving a space as versatile as 

possible. 

Conclusions 

In the present dissertation it was proposed to understand the reflection of Gregotti's thought 

in Centro Cultural de Belém. Thus, it was possible to understand that Gregotti's work methodology 

contributes bi-directional for both aspects of his work: the theoretical thought and the architectural 

project. 

Through the reading of Gregotti's theoretical work, we consider that the principles centered upon 

the specific anthropogeography of the place, with which Gregotti establishes constant relations 

based on a historical analysis, allow an understanding of his ideological perspective. Starting from 

the memories of Lisbon, CCB proposes a transformation on Belém’s reading, underlining its 

contemporary value. In contrast to the monumental scale of Praça do Império, Centro Cultural de 

Belém’s interior reveals a very human scale, contributing to the reinforcement of the modification 

idea presented by the Italian architect, proposing the user a new way of living Belém. 

The precision with which the spaces are thought is reflected in the different breaks and variations 

that the connecting elements introduce between the spaces, as well as in the way in that the 

control of light and materiality contribute to their definition. We highlight the idea that simplicity in 

Gregotti's work presents itself as a method. In our opinion, in Centro Cultural de Belém simplicity 

portrays the language both formal and in terms of the space organization with which the complex 

is thought. We understand the relevance given to the order in the cultural center through the 

organizing principle - the rule - which extends to the whole complex, from the large scale to the 

smallest detail. Gregotti relates the idea of an organic rule to the value of rhythm and sequence. 

We read in the organicity of cities like Lisbon as well as in some Italian cities a specific reference 

in the project for Centro Cultural de Belém. The value of Gregotti's theoretical thought in the 

present case study can be understood through the relation established between the building and 

experience that it suggests. 
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1  Stairs volume, Av. da Índia - Jardim das Oliveiras
Source: author’s photograph, 2019.
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2  Museum Square
Source: author’s photograph, 2019.

3  View from a south-facing terrace, from the Exhibition Center to the Tagus River
Source: author’s photograph, 2019.
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